Top 5 reasons to apply to B.Sc. (Project and Facilities Management) #PFM

Our New School Building
You want to Plan, Build and Manage Sustainable Buildings, Facilities and Infrastructure.

Project Managers • Facilities Managers • Contract Managers (Quantity Surveyors)
We welcome top students from a wide variety of backgrounds.

A Level Science (Physics or Chemistry) • A Level Arts with Maths • A Level Hybrid with Maths, Physics or Chemistry) • A Level Commerce with Maths • IB • NUS High School

Polytechnics • Facilities Management • Project Management • Engineering • Architecture • Sustainable Buildings • Business • Finance • Management • Aviation • Hotel and Leisure
94.3% of our students were employed within 6 months of graduation.

Arcadis • AECOM • Rider Levett Bucknall • SurbanaJurong • Capitaland • DBS Bank • CPG • Defence Science and Technology Agency • Marina Bay Sands • Hyflux • Land Transport Authority • Sembcorp EOSM • SIA Properties • EM Services • Knight Frank Property Asset Management • Jones Lang Lasalle • Urban Redevelopment Authority • etc.
Many of our students receive BCA-Industry Built Environment Scholarships / Sponsorships (worth $10,000-$18,000 per year).

There are also numerous other scholarships and bursaries offered by NUS.
Experience studying and living overseas through our Student Exchange Programme and NUS Overseas Colleges.

Student Exchange Programme • University of Sydney • Seoul National University • University of British Columbia • University of Leeds • Carnegie Mellon University • Tsinghua University • NUS Overseas Colleges • Munich • New York • Beijing • Silicon Valley • Shanghai
Top 5 reasons to apply

PFM#1 – Plan • Build • Manage

PFM#2 – Welcoming

PFM#3 – Excellent Careers

PFM#4 – Lots of Scholarships

PFM#5 – Overseas Experience
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